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The paper studies dual Integral equatlons connected with the generalized 
Mehler-Fock transform by means of associated spherical functions 

P?,&ir (cash a) 
By a method slmllar to that developed in [l and 23 the solution can In gene- 
ral be expressed In terms of one unknown function which satisfies a regular 
Fredholm equation. Cer.taln classes of boundary-value problems in mathemati- 
cal physics and the theory of elasticity with mixed boundary conditions are 
Indicated which can be solved by the method developed in the paper. 

As a specific example the paper solves the problem of an elastic half- 
space twisted by a hollow cylindrical die. 

1. Consider dual integral equations of the form 

m 

s ’ A (‘t) p?,,+i, (-hi%) [I + g (z)] dz = f(a) (0 d a < uo) (1-V 
0 

(I.3 

Here A(T) Is the function sought and Q(T) and f(a) are known functions. 
_ (cash a) are associated spherical functions (m = 0, 1, 2,. . .I. 

By introducing an auxiliary function q(t) given by 

d(r)=S’q(i)oosrtdt 
0 

and making use of Formulas [3] 

(h =cosha) 

(i-3) 

(1.4) 
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a3 

S 
tanh ~‘CCZP-I,,+*~ (da) sin Zt dz = 0, t<a 

[ 2psM -c0sha)]+, t > a 
(1.5) 

0 

it can be ehown that Equation (1.2) Is satisfied Identically for any function 

w(t) wHIch has a continuous derivative. If we now integrate (1.1) m times 

with respect to a , we reduce this equation to the Li?m 
al 

S A (r) 11 + g (f)l P-y&(-a)dz = F(a)+ ycg= x(a) 
0 k=o 

where oll are constants and (*) 

F(a) ={i . . . jf(a)(b’--lpmdhm 
11 1 

my subetituting (1.3) Into (1.6) and using Formula 133 

00 

s l P- ~/,+~r (C-M) cos rt dz = [2(-a -CQbht)]J’~, t <a 

0 0, Oa 
we transform (1.6) into an Abel integral equation 

01 

I 
l 0 (2) [2 (~a--corhx)]-“dz = x(a) 

Here 0 

cp(z)+ g [G 0 + 4 + G (t --s)] cp (t) dt = CD (ST) 
0 

Since the solution of (1.9) Is known, 

(f-6) 

(4 07) 

(14 

(1*9) 

(1.10) 

(iAl) 

the problem resolve6 itself Into one of determining Q,(X) from the Integral 
equation (1.10) with a contlnuoue symmetric kernel. 

PI The solution obtained contains m arbitrary constants which can be 

found by Imposing certain supplementary conditions. Proceeding from the 

formulation of the boundary-value problems which lead to the dual Integral 

equations under dlecuaalon (Section 3) and, following the same procedure as 

In cl and 43, we make the requirement that the function 

l ) Here and in what follows It Is a8aumed that the given functions satisfy 
certain condition8 which enlure the convergence of the Integral8 and allow 
the order of Integration to be reversed, etc. 
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1s integrable within the range 0 L Q ?I: a0 . Substituting (1.3) into (2.1) 

and applying (1.4) and (1.5), we aan rcduae (2.1) to the form 

Carrydng out the succosslvs integrations by parts, we can shaw that the 

above .rcqufrement 1s equivalent to the condition thet 

cpco (ao) = 0 (i = 0,1, . . ..M- 1) (2.3) 

Aa a * ao- 0 the function #(a) assumes the order of (coBha,- cmhaarf *. 

It CM easily be seen that conditions (2.3) determine the constants ut. 

In fact, if we express &) In the form oi the sum 
m--l 

cp(~~=cpl(~)+cp2(~)~ ‘p2 (4 = kzO Wok (4 (24 

and set Q, (4 = @, (X) + Da (z), where 

we obtain from (1.10) for the required functions ~p~ (x) and uli (x) dltferent 

Predholm equations with given right-hand sides U$ (x) and d1,&c . Condl- 

tlons (2.3) now become the linear al&ebralc system 

rp,@f (*) + y ego@ (acJ = 0 (i=O,i,...,m--l) (2.7) 
L=O 

In the required quantltles or . 

If in Expression (2.6) for I,(s) we make the substltutlon slnh *a - 

= slnh +x sln e and introduce, the polynomial8 P,, (slnh )a) - coshLa , we 

L..- j-f 

-@m 
I 

2) 

Fig. 1 

can express tIie integrals Z*(X) in the form 

It follows that they are known polynomials 

of order 2k + 1 In sinh ax 

3. Certain classes of boundary-value prob- 

lems in potent181 theory and In the theory of 

elasticity with mixed boundary conditions reduce to dual integral equations 

of the form (1.1) and (1.2). As an example of one application we mall con- 

consider the boundary-value problem for a spherical eegment (Flg.1) when the 



required harmonic function u(r, B1 
satisfies the mixed conditions 

U = f(T,6), o<r<a; 

on the flat surface x II 0 . 

r) vanishes on the spherical surface and 

If we introducc toroidal coordinates by means of Formulae f5] 

then the equation of the spherical surface of the segment will be 6 - Y . 

Cm the flat surface (e - 0) the line of division between boundary conditions 
of the first and second kind la defined by the clrole a =a0 (~'/@o = b/a), - 
andat z-0, r-b we have that 4~ - = . 

We shaff seek a solution to the problem which satisfies the COndltiOn 

ule=Y = 0, In the form (*) 

If we apply the conditions (3.1) and then expand the given function j 
in a Fourier series in the angular coordinate 

which, by means of the substitution & icath. y7 = A sanhX7 reduce to the 
form (1.1) and (1.2). Thus, we have reduced the 
problem to a Predholm equation Zn which 

g(z) = -zt;T--$ 

Note that In the ca8e when all the boundary 
eonditlon.8 we nonhomogeneous the roblem can be 
reduced to the dual eqaations (1.1 P and (1,2) by 
means of the generalized Mehler-Fock Integral 
transfomaatlon (Section 4). 

Problem of this sort We encountered, for 
example, in the study of stationary proceeeea In 
the theory of heat conduction. Dual equations 

*) See, for example, CC]. Note that 

P-m r(l/a + iz -m) 
-%+ir (-ha) = r(l/, + ir + m) P1=,d-tr (mh%) 



of the type (3.5) and 3.6) with m 
of a tsuncated sphere j 11. 

u 1 arise in the problem of the torsion 
It will become clear in similar problems what Is 

meant by the supplementary condition wed in Section 2 which, obvloualy, 
amount8 to the requirement that the normal derivative 
overthtarea r-Q, OSFSa B 

bufar Is lntegreble 
5t can be shown that the eolution to the 

boundary-value problem in this case is unique. In physical problems this 
requirement is equivalent to the condition that the flow of heat Is finite 
over the surface # I 0 , OLFSa, or to the condition that the torque 
ie finite, etc. 

In the particular aase when y I JT we arrlve at a mixed roblem for a 
half-space with a doubly connected (r - 0 and r II b F-2 P .2 dividing line 
betwee 
shown P 

boundary conditions of the first and second kind + . It has been 
61 

71 
that statical Droblems of the theory of elasticity for a half- 

apace rcliiuoe to such problems when the normal-stress is glv&n on the flat 
ring (I m 0 , a < f a b) and when the normal dlaplecement la epecified on 
the remainder of the boundery (the shear etresees are considered to be known 
over the whole of the surface ir - 0). 

In Particular we can solve Problems o# the deformation of an infinite body 
with a-plane annular alit 173,‘ A further example of this class of problem _ 
is the tlectrostatfc nroblem of the field of8 circular disk situated in the 
opening of a dlaphragin. 

4, We can apply the method described above to boundary-value problem6 

for a spherical segment when over the area t - 0, 0 i F =Z 4 a homogeneouB 

boundary condifion of the second kind is specified and for I - 0, u < p < Lt 

the value of the required function u is given. .For the condition that 

theoosolution retains the form (3.3) and reduces to the dual 

equation0 

I ’ zB (z) cotta y~Pllf,,+~~ (coshC4) dz = 0 (0 f a < ao) 

0 

EXpandlng f(a) &I the form of a generalized Mehler-Fock integral [6] 

f(a)= (-*)mr ZtWhXTPT/2+if (C0ShOl)~~(t)dt 

(4.2) 

and setting B (T) j- (- d)m+l~ tanh3tTfmo (7) = A (IT) tanh3’cZ, we arrive at 

Equations 
a3 

i 
-CA (r) [I -i- g (z)] pyjrtr’~ @.o*ha) dZ = h (CC) (0 B a < %> 

0 

(4.3) 

Here (4.4) 

h(a) = (- g{z) =JWJ+-Tr)~ 
cc!& a-CT am v 

0 

Equations (4.3) dlffer somewhat in structure from (1.1) and (1.2) and aa 
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a result the method of Section 1 must be modified. We set 

and then Equation (4.3) will be satisfied; after the necessary transforma- 

tions we arrive at the Predholm integral equation (1.10) with the kernel 

The conetants ok which appear in h(a)(see (1.6)) can be Sound Pram the 

condition that adax Is integrable over the area t = 0 , acrC;b, 

whic$ after computations as before, reduces to (2.3). 

Note that Sor the case of a halS-space (v = nl , by means of dual eclua- 
tlona we can derive a solution for mixed b&darj&alDe problems of a ilightly 
different type when 8 boundary condition of the first kind is specified on 
the ring I I 0, a =z r < b and a condition OS the second kind Is specified 
on the remainder of the boundam. An exmmle OS such a ease. would be the 
electrostatic problem of a flat-rZng situated in an arbitrar$ external field. 
?4athematlcalls this is equivalent to the Droblem OS the eauilibrium of an 
elastic half-&pace with the following boundary conditions- I = 0, a< r< b 
the normal displacement Is given, and on the remainder of the boundary the 
normal stress is given, the shear stresses at 8 I 0 being known. Particu- 
lar examples of such a problem are Drovided bu certain problems on StreSS 
concentration in an lnflnite body with intern&l and external circular cracks 
and also the contact Droblem for a hollow cylindrical (annular) die. which 
has been studied by m&y authors. 

As a specific example of the elasticity problems we shall solve the prob- 
lem of a half-space under torsion from an attached rigid annular die. Here 
the state of stress and &rain Is determined by the one Sunctlon UC(rrz) s u, 
which satisSies Equation 

1 d au --r-- 
r dr ar 

and boundary conditions 

z>o (4.8) 

u lpo = w, a,<a<oo; aid 
-ig- j3=fJ I =o, O,<a<a,; ?fL 

ap p=n 
-= 0 (4.9) 

where c is the angle of rotation of the die. 

If we seek a solution in the form 
co 

then the boundary conditions reduce to the dual integral equations 

(4.11) 

We exp d the right-hand side of the first equation in a Mehler-Pock 
Integral IT] 
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(4.12) 

Then, taking B (t) + 21/?/coshZz = A (t) tanhJCT and taking Into account 
Formulas 

00 

we obtain the dual equations (4.3), where m - 1 

(4.14) 

Therefore, by making the substltutlon the problem to the 
Fredholm equation (1.10) with the kernel 

C(y) =-_!_‘/z-, 
¶S rinh’ja Y 

(4.15) 

the constant o belng determined from the condition ~$(a,,) - 0 . 

To obtain the complete solution we must express the angle E lm terms 
of the torque applied to the die 

b zx , . 
MC--._C \a TOrz drd0 

a0 

(4.16) 

where G Is the shear modulus. Taking into account the condition &o) - 0 
we can express the normal derivative ln (4.16), after certain tra.nafoFmatione, 
in the following form: 

I 

h<a<d (4.17) 

Carrying out the Integration we find after a eerlea of computations the 
required relation In the form of a quadrature 

When ag-0, Formula (4.18) gives the familiar relation for a circular 
die. 

In conclusion, we note that a number of other quantities can also be 
expressed directly in term of the basic function cp(t) ; for example, for 
the dlsplacemsnts of points on the circle 2 - 0 , orrca we have For- 
mula 

‘to 

a Ipso = w + eba&d/a ctsinha c 
h [q’(t) 

- c&h t ‘p (t)] (at --w+u)-*‘~ -& (4.19) 

(0 d a < go) 
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